NETWORK
INTEGRATION

Network Integration Group
keeps you on top of technology change
Make today’s leading technologies part of your
network—and stay prepared for tomorrow, with
expert guidance from CCI Systems.
Gain not only components, but solutions
Our experienced engineers help you look beyond
isolated equipment needs to understand your
business challenges and the effect of change
on your network. Leveraging our contacts at
numerous manufacturers, we can combine a variety
of equipment and technologies to create a custom,
cutting-edge solution. And we ensure smooth
integration through interoperability testing on site
or in our lab.
Enjoy single-source ease
Everything you need to optimize your new or
existing network is here: consulting, analysis,
design, integration, configuration, training and
material sales. CCI offers you frank assessments
and manages the project to keep it on schedule and
within budget.
Benefit from industry partnerships
Cisco Systems, Motorola and Harmonic are among
CCI’s many industry partners. We hold numerous
certifications, including Cisco Service Provider
Technology Partner and Cisco Authorized Service
Provider Video Partner (both invitation-only). Our
professionals continually train and pursue additional
certifications, bringing you the benefits of up-to-date
insight into state-of-the-art technology.

Make one call—to CCI
With satisfied customers across the U.S. and around
the world, CCI is your choice for carrier-class,
turnkey network solutions. Build on our know-how
to build a network that works for you today and
tomorrow. Call our Network Integration Group now
to discuss your project: 855-337-9299.

Extensive Expertise
CCI Systems brings you
comprehensive solutions for new
and existing networks:
-

Next-Generation Optical
SONET/DWDM

		

Optical fiber dispersion
and loss characterization

-

CMTS

		

Core/edge IP routing
and switching

		

IPv6 design and
implementation

-

Metro Ethernet/MPLS

-

Core security solutions

-

Digital headends/Digital
simulcast/SDV

-

IPTV ecosystem solutions

-

VoD

-

VoIP

		

24/7/365 monitoring
and call center

®

855-337-9299

•

www.ccisystems.com

